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We report the observation of resonance-like loss in the trap population of ultracold dysprosium
as a function of magnetic field, which we attribute to anisotropy-induced Fano-Feshbach resonances
arising from Dy’s large magnetic dipole moment and nonzero electronic orbital angular momentum.
We recorded these resonances for four different isotopes, three bosonic and one fermionic, over a
field range of 0-6 G and show that the number of resonances changes significantly as a function of
temperature, even in the nK regime. Most of the observed resonances are of very narrow width.
The fermionic isotope, unlike its bosonic counterparts, possesses nonzero nuclear spin and exhibits
a much higher density of resonances.
PACS numbers: 34.50.-s, 34.50.Cx, 67.85.-d
Fano-Feshbach resonances have become an essential
tool for tuning the scattering properties between atoms
and molecules in the single–to–few partial wave regime,
typically achieved at very low temperatures [1, 2]. Tuning
a magnetic field near such resonances has proven to be an
important tool for achieving efficient evaporative cooling,
especially for creating large Bose-Einstein condensates
(BECs) of atoms whose scattering lengths at zero field
are unfavorable for providing rethermalization with low
trap loss [3, 4]. Moreover, these resonances provide ex-
perimental access to intriguing three-body Efimov states
[5], loosely-bound molecules [6], and strongly-correlated
many-body states of matter, such as found at the BEC-
BCS crossover [7, 8].
The scattering properties of highly magnetic lan-
thanide atoms are subject to both the electrostatic
anisotropy of the nonzero orbital angular momentum
ground state and the anisotropy of the dipolar interac-
tion, and as a consequence, they are predicted to exhibit
a much higher density of resonances than in systems of
alkali atoms [9]. Indeed, Fano-Feshbach resonances in
highly magnetic atoms have been observed in chromium
(µ = 6 Bohr magnetons, µB) [10] and very recently in
erbium (7 µB) [11, 12]. We report the observation of
low-field Fano-Feshbach resonance spectra for ultracold
dysprosium (10 µB): We investigate the influence of tem-
perature, which in contrast to alkali atoms, has signifi-
cant effects well below 1µK, and we present data for
three bosonic isotopes (160Dy, 162Dy, and 164Dy) and one
fermionic isotope (161Dy). Overall, the density of reso-
nances per gauss of magnetic field largely exceeds the
density expected by theory [9] based on modeling in the
zero temperature limit, and we show that the density
is even larger for the fermionic isotope, as also recently
observed in fermionic Er [12].
The collisional properties of lanthanide atoms at ul-
tralow temperatures are fundamentally different than al-
kali atoms’. Dysprosium has an open f -shell submerged
beneath a closed outer s-shell, and bosonic Dy collides
under a web of complex molecular potentials involving
as many as 153 Born-Oppenheimer surfaces [13] due to
the large spin of its ground state. Bosonic Dy possesses
a total electronic angular momentum of J = S + L = 8,
with an orbital angular momentum L = 6 (electronic
spin S), leading to a large electrostatic anisotropy [14]
that greatly affects scattering properties. Moreover, the
long-range and anisotropic dipole-dipole interaction aris-
ing from this large spin is larger than any other fermionic
atom—and equal only to bosonic terbium’s [15]. This in-
teraction, along with the large electrostatic anisotropy,
couples incoming partial waves, inducing ultracold col-
lisional resonances that arise due to rotating bound
states [9]. Needless to say, full theoretical treatment chal-
lenges our computational capabilities, making these ex-
perimental data all the more valuable to understanding
these unusual dipolar gases which scatter via multiple
partial waves no matter how low the temperature.
Recent numerical calculations have elucidated the fact
that the positions and widths of resonances only con-
verge if a large number of partial waves are taken into
account, i.e., attributing a single partial-wave scattering
channel to a resonance, as is the case with alkali atoms,
is no longer possible [9]. Intuitively, though as yet unsup-
ported by calculation, the nonzero nuclear spin (I = 5/2,
F = J + I = 21/2) of fermionic Dy should lead to a
higher density of collisional resonances than their I = 0
bosonic counterparts—due to the expanded manifold of
collisional potentials—and we show that this intuition
is indeed supported by the 161Dy data. These complex
atoms provide a testbed for exploring ultracold molecu-
lar collisions, though without complications arising from
chemical reactions [16].
The experimental procedure we employ to prepare ul-
tracold samples of Dy has been reported in detail in
Refs. [17, 18]. In short, we load a magneto-optical trap
(MOT) from a Zeeman slower, both at 421 nm. A sub-
sequent blue-detuned, narrow-line MOT at 741 nm pro-
vides a cloud of ∼1 × 108 atoms at 1-3µK, and at a
peak density of ∼1011 cm−3 (the atom number for the
fermionic isotope 161Dy is 3× 107 atoms due to its lower
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2natural abundance). The atomic cloud is subsequently
loaded into an optical dipole trap (ODT) composed of a
single laser beam with an initial power of 5 W, a wave-
length of 1064 nm, and a waist of 24 × 22 µm2. To en-
hance the loading efficiency, we expand the beam hori-
zontally with an acousto-optical modulator to an aspect
ratio of ∼5 [19]. Radio-frequency (rf) induced rapid adi-
abatic passage transfers the atoms into their lowest mag-
netic sub-level—(J = 8,mJ = −8) for the bosons and
(F = 21/2,mF = −21/2) for the fermion—resulting in 3-
10×106 atoms at a temperature of 5-10µK after compres-
sion in the ODT, depending on the isotope. The atoms
are naturally spin polarized at this stage to better than
95%, determined through a Stern-Gerlach measurement
and absorption imaging; subsequently, any energetically
higher-lying population rapidly decays to the ground
state via dipolar relaxation [20]. We form a crossed-beam
ODT by overlapping an additional laser beam of 3 W at a
wavelength of 1064 nm and a waist of 34 × 34 µm2 at an
intersection angle of 45◦ with respect to the initial ODT.
Shifting the focus of this beam away from the focus of the
initial beam allows us to shape the trapping frequencies
to our needs. We implement forced evaporative cooling
by decreasing the intensity of both ODTs within 4 s. This
evaporative cooling sequence is also efficient for the singly
trapped spin-polarized fermionic isotope (161Dy) due to
dipolar scattering, as reported in Ref. [18], and which
also has recently been demonstrated for 167Er [21].
High-resolution atom loss spectroscopy of the Fano-
Feshbach resonances requires precise control of the mag-
netic field at the position of the atoms. To generate those
fields, we use a set of coils in near-Helmholtz configura-
tion providing a field of ∼2 G/A, where the current is set
and stabilized with an analog feedback circuit allowing
us to apply a field of any value within the range of 0-6 G
along gravity. We have calibrated the field and verified
its stability over several days by the following rf spec-
troscopy procedure: Transitions between magnetic sub-
levels are driven by a weak rf field. Atoms eventually de-
cay towards the magnetic ground state by spin-changing
dipolar collisions [20], thereby converting their Zeeman
energy into kinetic energy. This energy is larger than the
depth of the ODT and the atoms are lost from the trap.
We map the resonant loss feature at fixed magnetic field
by changing the frequency of the rf field between con-
secutive runs of the experiment. A fit to the data deter-
mines the position of the resonance to within better than
1 mG. For the fermion, we have taken the quadratic Zee-
man shift into account by numerically diagonalizing the
hyperfine Hamiltonian. Repeating this measurement for
different absolute magnetic fields allows us to calibrate
the fields and to observe a very slow drift of offset fields
of less than 5 mG over a week.
In order to map the spectrum of Fano-Feshbach res-
onances as a function of magnetic field, we quickly
(<10 ms) ramp the magnetic field to the desired target
value after the initial preparation sequence. The power
of the ODT beams is then dropped by ∼30%, which leads
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Atom-loss spectrum for bosonic 164Dy.
The top panel displays data taken with a ∼420 nK sample
showing a large number of Fano-Feshbach resonances. The
lower panel shows a measurement of the same isotope 164Dy
at higher temperature ∼800 nK. New resonances appear in
the warmer sample. The arrows show the position of the
resonances obtained by fitting a Gaussian function to each
individual feature. Experimental parameters in main text.
to an immediate loss of atoms and an out-of-equilibrium
velocity distribution of the atomic ensemble. Subse-
quently, the remaining atoms rethermalize, resulting in
cooling and further atom loss. The center and width
of Fano-Feshbach resonances are identified by measuring
the temperature and atom number after a fixed holding
time. Measurements are performed via absorption imag-
ing with a 10-ms time-of-flight. In order to ensure com-
parable conditions among datasets, we have adjusted the
loading, cooling, and probing sequence slightly for each
individual isotope. We report the final trap geometry,
holding time, atomic density, and temperature for each
isotope measurement in the following sections.
We start by presenting data for the bosonic isotope
164Dy in Fig. 1. The top panel shows the normalized
atom number as a function of magnetic field after the
drop in ODT trap depth. Final trap frequencies are [266,
76, 299] Hz (x-y plane and zˆ, respectively, where gravity
points along zˆ) and the trap is held for 375 ms. For every
field value, we repeat the measurement twice and show
the mean of those experimental runs with the error bars
given by the standard deviation. All datasets were taken
in blocks of 250 mG, starting at the lowest fields and in
10 mG steps. The 50 runs taken within each block are
3recorded in random order to counter systematic drifts.
We also repeatedly measure the atom number at a ref-
erence magnetic field, which is the same for all blocks,
to normalize the atom number. For the data presented
in Fig. 1 (top panel), we use 0.485 G as a reference field,
where we measure 3×105 atoms at an average density of
9× 1013 cm−3 and a temperature of 420 nK.
The data Fig. 1 (top panel) show a large number of
pronounced dips in the atom number as a function of
magnetic field, far beyond what is seen in collisions of
alkali atoms. We observe 21 Fano-Feshbach resonances
below 6 G corresponding to an average of more than 3
resonances per gauss. The arrows in the figure show the
position of the resonances obtained by fitting a Gaussian
function to each individual resonance. Many features
show a very small width, ∼10 mG. We have repeated
the measurement with 164Dy at a higher temperature,
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1. The final trap fre-
quencies of the ODT are [291, 85, 328] Hz, and the ODT
is held for 100 ms. At the reference magnetic field of
0.535 G, we measure 4.4×105 atoms at an average density
of 8×1013 cm−3 and a temperature of 800 nK. The spec-
trum is qualitatively similar to the colder gas; however,
all resonances are broadened and new resonance features
are apparent. The total number of resonances observed
is 32, resulting in a density of ∼5 resonances per gauss.
The broadening with increased temperature suggests
contributions of higher-order partial waves to the colli-
sional process. Indeed, theoretical calculations require
the contributions of many partial waves to achieve nu-
merical convergence due to the anisotropy of the dipolar
interaction [9, 22]. The sample temperature affects the
particular contribution weight, resulting in a narrowing
and vanishing of resonances. This is in contrast to alkali
atoms in which the typical p-wave barrier is in the mid–
to–high µK regime, below which higher partial-wave res-
onances cannot be observed and the spectrum no longer
changes as a function of temperature [1]. The width of
the observed resonances is not purely determined by the
intrinsic width of the corresponding Fano-Feshbach reso-
nance but is likely broadened by the use of a harmonically
trapped gas and the associated spatially dependent atom
loss, in addition to the possible presence of a small field
gradient.
For alkali atoms, the van der Waals interaction-
dominated scattering cross section shows a zero-crossing
associated with a vanishing scattering length near each
Fano-Feshbach resonance. The atomic gas is effectively
non-interacting at thermal temperatures, thus inhibiting
rethermalization after a sudden, non-adiabatic change in
the trapping conditions. This effect has been observed
with alkali atoms [23] and also with Er [11]. The tem-
perature measured in the more strongly dipolar Dy gases
employed here, by contrast, may differ from the standard
picture of a peak arising in the temperature vs magnetic
field at each zero-crossing. This may arise from the non-
vanishing contribution to the overall elastic scattering
from dipolar scattering, which for Dy is expected to pro-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Atom loss spectra as a function of
magnetic field for the bosonic isotopes 160Dy (top) and 162Dy
(bottom). The spectra lack the broad feature observed in
164Dy (Fig. 1), but are otherwise qualitatively similar. The
arrows show the position of the resonances obtained by fitting
a Gaussian function to each individual feature. Experimental
parameters in main text.
vide a large magnetic field-independent cross section of
2.4× 10−12 cm−2 [22], which scales as µ4. Indeed, we do
not observe this temperature feature and were not able to
observe a considerable change in the thermalization rates
of the atomic ensemble near Fano-Feshbach resonances.
Though further investigation is required, we argue that
the scattering properties of Dy are generally dominated
by dipolar scattering and minimizing the van der Waals
contribution insignificantly alters rethermalization. The
thermalization rates could be enhanced by greatly in-
creasing the van der Waals contribution. However, this
regime, close to a Fano-Feshbach resonance, is also ac-
companied by increased inelastic three-body collisions,
and the concomitant trap loss likely masks the altered
thermalization rate.
In general, one expects the spectrum of Fano-Feshbach
resonances to be highly dependent on isotope [9]. The
small, few GHz isotope shifts in the energy levels of Dy
allows us to easily tune our cooling lasers between iso-
topes. We have repeated the above measurements with
two other bosonic isotopes, 160Dy and 162Dy, at very low
but non-condensed temperatures. The scanned magnetic
field range, resolution, number of experimental runs, and
randomization was chosen to be identical to the previous
measurement. Figure 2 (top panel) shows the resulting
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Atomic loss spectrum for the fermionic
isotope 161Dy. The top panel shows a full scan over 6 G
whereas the lower panel shows a close-up with much higher
resolution. As apparent from the close-up plot, the ultra-
narrow features in the top panel are scattering features. The
arrows in the lower panel show the positions of the resonances
deduced from the upper panel; the arrows in black (dashed)
mark false resonances, i.e., statistical fluctuations in the upper
panel not reproduced in the lower panel with high-resolution
data. Experimental parameters in main text.
spectrum for the bosonic isotope 160Dy: trap frequencies
[259, 53, 287] Hz held for 300 ms with 4.9×104 atoms,
9.3 × 1011 cm−3 density, and a temperature of 500 nK.
Likewise, the lower panel of Fig. 2 plots the 162Dy data:
trap frequencies [251, 7, 276] Hz held for 375 ms with
1.4×105 atoms, 1 × 1013 cm−3 density, and a tempera-
ture of 350 nK. Both spectra are qualitatively very simi-
lar to 164Dy (Fig. 1) and show 11 (9) resonances for 160Dy
(162Dy), though neither exhibits the relatively wide res-
onance of 164Dy within the 0-6 G scan range. The den-
sity of resonances per gauss is smaller than the observed
Fano-Feshbach density in 164Dy. Further investigation
with wider field ranges will be necessary to draw statisti-
cally significant conclusions regarding isotope-dependent
differences in density. We note that the relatively small
density observed here can be advantageous from a prac-
tical point of view, as it allows magnetic field sweeps
without crossing resonances and the associated inelas-
tic collisions. Broad features, as observed in the low-field
164Dy spectrum, on the other hand, allow the interaction
between atoms to be tuned without the stringent field-
control requirements associated with 10-mG features.
Figure 3 shows data taken with the fermionic isotope
161Dy. The top panel shows a measurement over the full
range of 6 G with a resolution of 7.8 mG: trap frequen-
cies are [326, 11, 360] Hz, ODT held for 240 ms with
4.9×104 atoms at an average density of 2 × 1012 cm−3
and a temperature of 510 nK. The temperature in this
configuration is a factor of 5 higher than the Fermi tem-
perature. The spectrum appears much denser than the
bosonic counterparts in Figs. 1 and 2: We observe a very
large number of ultra-narrow features and the absence
of broad resonances. The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows a
0.6 G sweep with an increased resolution of 1.3 mG. The
two datasets taken on two consecutive days show excel-
lent agreement and reveal a width to features that appear
only as a single data point in the lower resolution, wide-
scan data. (We have not yet explored the other fermionic
isotope 163Dy since we have found that rapid hyperfine
changing collisions induce fast trap loss, requiring the
pre-pumping—not yet implemented—of population from
the F = 21/2 state into the ground state F = 11/2.)
We observe more than 70 resonances below 6 G for
fermionic 161Dy, yielding a density that exceeds 11 res-
onances per gauss. This number is much larger than
the densities observed for its bosonic counterparts 160Dy,
162Dy and 164Dy, and can qualitatively be explained by
the nonzero nuclear spin of the fermionic 161Dy, which
is zero for the bosonic isotopes. The resulting hyper-
fine coupling provides an additional spin degree of free-
dom, greatly increasing the number of available col-
lisional channels. We calculated the average nearest-
neighbor magnetic field separation between resonances in
fermionic 161Dy, but did not observe the Wigner-Dyson
distribution of separations, normalized by this mean sep-
aration, expected of a system with energy level correla-
tions and whose classical counterpart exhibits “chaotic”-
like sensitivity to Hamiltonian parameter variation [24].
That the statistics of Fano-Feshbach resonances in this
fermionic isotope are more consistent with a Poisson dis-
tribution, unlike that recently reported for bosonic Er
[12], may simply be a consequence of the fewer number of
resonances recorded, and performing magnetic-field scan
ranges beyond 6 G, for both bosonic and fermionic iso-
topes, would presumably allow one to determine whether
resonance in Dy conform to a Wigner-Dyson distribution.
In conclusion, we have observed Fano-Feshbach reso-
nances for four isotopes of Dy—bosonic and fermionic—
in a magnetic field range from 0 to 6 G. These low-field
spectra exhibit rich structures, possessing a density of 2-
3 resonances per gauss for the bosonic isotopes and more
than 11 resonances per gauss for the fermionic isotope,
which exceeds theoretical predictions. The density of res-
onances changes strongly as a function of temperature,
even in the nK regime. Future work may address the
statistics of these resonances.
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